One-parameter families of unbounded linear operators acting in a Banach space X, and satisfying the semigroup and strong continuity properties on a suitable subspace of X, are discussed; the notion of infinitesimal generator is generalized to this unbounded setting, and a HilleYosida-type theorem is proved. The theory is illustrated by several examples, which include fractional integrals and derivatives acting in Lp(0, oo).
1. Introduction. A central feature of the classical theory of semigroups of bounded linear operators on Banach space is the concept of the infinitesimal generator. The determination of the semigroup in terms of its generator, and the characterization of those operators which act as generators of semigroups, are crucial problems; the Hille-Yosida theorem provides a solution to the latter, and plays a fundamental role in the theory of linear partial differential equations.
Devinatz [5] and Nussbaum [20] and [21] extended the notion of semigroup to include certain one-parameter families of unbounded (symmetric or selfadjoint) operators acting in Hubert space, which satisfy the semigroup property and are weakly continuous on a suitable linear manifold; a classical example is provided by the Riesz potential operators in L2(R") (cf. [21] ). Their results yield integral representations of the given semigroups and thus suggest the possibility of expressing the semigroup in terms of an "infinitesimal generator." Since interesting examples of one-parameter families of unbounded linear operators which satisfy the semigroup property are encountered in Banach space (e.g., the classical Riemann-Liouville fractional integral in F^O, oo), 1 < p < oo; cf. Theorem 3.3), it is natural to ask whether a unified approach to semigroups of unbounded operators is feasible without the aid of spectral representations and the structure of Hubert space. Thus, in an "unbounded" setting, we consider the fundamental problems of classical semigroup theory mentioned earlier.
In §2 we extend the concepts of semigroup and infinitesimal generator to an unbounded situation. Let {7^}f>0 be a one-parameter family of unbounded linear operators acting in a Banach space A", and suppose that for each element x belonging to a suitable subspace D of X, x E f\t>02)(7j Tt), Ts Ttx = Ts+Ix, Ttx is a continuous function of t > 0, and \\Ttx -x|| -» 0 as t -» 0+.
In attempting to define the "infinitesimal generator" of {T,}(>0, one sees immediately that the operator Ax = limh_,0+((Thx -x)/h), with domain D(A) = {x E D,>02)(7;)|limA^0+((7¡x -x)/h) exists in X) (in order to take limits we must work at least in Dr>02)(7J)) fails to have the fundamental properties of the same operator in the classical setting. For example (even if we restrict our attention to the set D), if limh^0+((Thx -x)/h) exists, there is no guarantee that limA_,0+((7¡7Jx -Ttx)/h) exists. Certainly further restrictions on the domain of A are necessary if we wish to model our theory after the classical one; however it is not obvious at this point what these restrictions should be.
Our approach, inspired by the work of Feller [7] and [8] , is via the Laplace transform; even for elements x E D, Jq°° e Ttxdt, X £ C, need not converge. Thus we single out subspaces 2W on which the Laplace transform of Ttx is defined; for co E R, let Nu{x) = supi>0e""'||7;x||, and set 2U = {x £ D\Nu(x) < oo}. Provided the semigroup {Tt)t>0 satisfies a certain condition (which includes the case where each Tt is closed), the spaces 2U are Banach spaces with norm Na (Theorem 2.4); the operators defined by J"x -ScT e~X'Ttxdt, for x £ 2U, X E C with ReX > u, are now bounded linear operators in Ç2U,NU). In addition, they are one-to-one and satisfy the first resolvent equation; Aa is defined to be the closed operator in (2U,NU) whose resolvent is /A" (Theorem 2.9). Finally, the infinitesimal generator A is defined so that the restriction of A to each 2U is Aa (Definition 2.10). We are now in a position to decide what the additional restrictions on the domain of the operator x -* limh_^0+((Thx -x)/h) ought to be: x E D(AU) if and only if limA^0+((7^x -x)/h) exists in X, belongs to 2U, and Ttx is a differentiable function of t for / > 0 (Theorem 2.15). Although the infinitesimal generator is not, in general, closed or densely defined, it does possess many of the properties of the classical generator, and in Corollaries 2.22 and 2.23 we obtain some of the classical representations of the semigroup {Tt}ty0 on suitable subspaces of X. We also prove a "maximal-uniqueness" theorem (2.26), and Theorem 2.27 is a Hille-Yosida-type result in the spirit of the classical theorem.
In §3 we illustrate our theory with concrete examples of semigroups of unbounded operators which occur in Banach space. First some properties of the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral acting in U(0, oo) are considered (Theorem 3.3); we then turn our attention to the closely related Weyl fractional integral, and obtain a one-parameter family of closed linear operators in Lp(0,oo), 1 </? < co, which provides a model for the theory developed in §2. In Theorem 3.9 we prove that the infinitesimal generator of this semigroup is densely defined (this is not guaranteed by the general theory; cf. Remark 2.12).
We also consider suitably defined derivatives of fractional order in F^O, oo), 1 < p < oo, and again obtain a semigroup of closed linear operators with densely defined infinitesimal generator (Theorem 3.12). Fractional derivatives in Lp(0,1), defined as inverses of the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral, provide a counterexample to our theory; the infinitesimal generator in this case is the zero operator (Proposition 3.13).
Finally, we introduce fractional powers of closed operators, as defined by Balakrishnan [2] . These provide a wide class of examples which illustrate our theory; a simple sufficient condition that the domain of the infinitesimal generator be dense is given.
In a later paper (to appear) we will relate our results to those in [5] and [21] by applying our theory to semigroups of closed linear operators which satisfy certain additional restrictions; semigroups of unbounded scalar type operators with real spectrum are a special case (cf. [1] and [6, Vol. Ill, Chapter 18] ).In this situation, the infinitesimal generator is a closable, densely defined operator which uniquely determines the semigroup.
Notation. We shall denote by C the set of complex numbers and by F the real numbers; Z+ will denote the set of positive integers. X will be a nontrivial complex Banach space, and by a subspace of X we shall mean any linear manifold in X.
For standard results in functional analysis and the classical theory of semigroups, see Hille and Phillips [12] , Dunford and Schwartz [6] , Kato [15] and Yosida [24] . (ii) If for each t > 0, Tt is a closed operator in X, and D = X, then {^}/>0 is a semigroup of bounded operators of class (C0) on X (closed graph theorem).
(iii) If {F}i>0 is a semigroup of bounded operators of class (C0), then X = 2U for any co > w0, where "0 = ,!™ y log || F|| is the type of {^},>o; moreover, ||-|| and Nu(-) are equivalent norms on X.
The following consequences of the definition are immediate:
(ii) // iox < co2 andx G D, then NU2(x) < AU|(x). Hence if ux < co2, rA«i2 ç 2W2.
(iii) Ifx E 2", rAen Fx G 2U and Nu(T,x) < e°'Nu(x).
For co G F and / > 0, F|2U will denote the operator F with domain £>(F|2j = {x G 2jx G F(F) and Fx G 2j.
Here 2,, denotes the closure of 2,, in the norm of X.
<0 CO
We now have the following Theorem 2.4. Let {/J}/>0 be a semigroup of unbounded linear operators in X. Let co G F, and suppose that for each t > 0, F|2U is a closed operator in 2U. Then 2u is a Banach space, with norm Nu.
Proof. We emphasize that the operators F|2U are closed with respect to the norm topology of X; clearly this condition implies that (2 4 1) if ^ C E"' "*" " *" ~* ° and ^T,X" ~ *" ~* °* then x G D(Tt) and Ttx = y. Now fix co G F; it is clear that Nu(-) is a norm on 2U. Suppose {xn} C 2U is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the A^-norm, and let e > 0. Then there exists a number N such that for m, n > N, (2.4.2) Na(xm -xn) -SUP e~°" II ^m " ^ II < ev ' f>0
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Thus ||xm -x" || < e for m, n > TV, by Proposition 2.3(f). Hence there exists x E X such that ||x" -x|| -» 0 as n -+ oo. From (2.4.2) we see that, for each t > 0, m, n > N, (2.4. 3) e-u'\\Ttxm-T,xn\\<e;
that is, for each t > 0, {e-w'7/xn} is a Cauchy sequence in the norm of X. So for each t > 0 there existsyt E X such that \\e~ulTlxn -y,\\ -* 0 as n -» oo.
In (2.4.3) fix n > TV, and let wi -» oo. Then (2.4.4) He""'i;xn-y( |K e, where TV = 7V(e) is independent of /. Now, since 7J|2W is closed for each t > 0, so are the operators (e~°"'7/|2u), and (2.4.1) applied to (<TW'7;|2J implies x E D(e~al'n) = 2>(7;) and e~utTtx = y,. By (2.4.4), we have that for n> N,t> 0, (2.4.5) e-lT^-ÇxlKe.
Since N depends only on e, A^x,, -x) < e, for n > N. Therefore Nu{xn -x) -» 0 as n -> co. Consequently, Nu(x) < oo. (/^(x) is defined, for we have just
shown that x £ nt>0D(Tt)). It remains to prove that x £ D. Since {x"} C D, {x"} C rL(>02)(7J7p, and TsTtxn = Ts+txn for all s, t > 0, and each «. We now fix s, t > 0. Then tf»(* -xn) -* 0. so Hi*» -Ç*H -* ° and WTs+ixn -Z»4 "* 0. But 7;+(x" = TsTtxn, so that (2.4.1) may be applied again; thus Ttx £ D{TS), and 7;7;x = Ts+Ix.
The strong continuity of 7^x for / > 0 follows from the fact that e u,Tlxn -* e~ulTtx uniformly in /, as shown by (2.4.5). Now for any x £ n/>02)(7;), ||j;x|| < eutNa(x), so we have ||7;x -x|| < eulNu(x -x") + ||7;xn -xj + Nu(x -x")
For n sufficiently large, choose 5 > 0 such that if 0 < / < 5, both eai < 1 + e and ||7;xn -xj < e. Thus ||7;x -x|| -> 0 as / -» 0+, and hence x £ D, as wanted. Next, we show that the condition in Theorem 2.4 includes the case where the operators Tt are closed. Proposition 2.5. If Tt is a closed operator in X, then Tt\2,u is closed in 2u/or each t>0,uER.
Proof. 7J|2u C Tt, so if Tt is closed, then 7^2^ is closable, with closure Tßu. If x E 25(7^2^), then there is a sequence {xn) C D(Tt\\) such that ||x" -x|| -> 0 and ||Fx" -y\\ -» 0 for some.y G 2U. Certainly x G 2U and, since T, is closed, x G D(Tt) and Ttx = y G 2U. Thus x G F»(7;|2J, so that F|2U is a closed operator in 2U.
In the remainder of this section, all operators Tt will satisfy the condition in Theorem 2.4. Definition 2.6. For fixed co G F, and x G 2W, define J"x=f e~XlTtxdt, where A G C, Re X > co.
(Here the integral is an improper Riemann integral, converging absolutely in the norm of X.)
Observe that as an operator in X, J" is in general unbounded, with domain Lemma 2.7. Fix co G F. Then for each t > 0, x G 2W and X E C with Re X > co, we have J"x E D(Tt), and TtJx x = Jx Ttx.
Proof. Let t > 0. Since x G 2U, Tsx G D(Tt) for each s > 0, and TtTsx E 2U. Since 2^|2U is a closed operator in 2U, we may apply Theorem III.6.20 in [6] , and obtain J"x E D(Tt). Moreover, TtJ?x = F/o°° e-XsTsxds=f™ e^TJ^ds = J¿Ttx.
Theorem 2.8. For each a G RandX G C with Re A > co, /X<0(2Ü) C 2W. Moreover, the following hold:
(i) Au((Re A -a)J"x) < Na(x) for each x E 2U; Aewce Ff is a bounded operator on 2U.
(ii) For each x E 2U, ||AJxux -x|| -> 0 as A -» oo.
(iii) Au(x) = sup">0supx>J|(A -^"(F^^H./or eacÄ x G 2tt. Proof. To prove the first statement, fix co G F; let x G 2W and A G C with Re A > co. We must show that J"x E D, and Nu(J"x) < oo. From Lemma 2.7 we have that Jfx E C\t>0D(Tt), and T¡J"x = J\Ttx. Similarly, we obtain Ffx G C\s>t>r>D(TsTt), and TsTtJ£x = Ts+tJ"x, for all s, t > 0.
Now for any h > 0, we have ThJ"x = J"0°° e~XsTs+hxds. Since x G 2U, for each s > 0, ||7J+Ax -F,+ix|| -»0 as Ä -* í. Moreover, ||F.+Ax|| < e^^N^x) < MteusNa(x) provided |i -h\ is sufficiently small (here Mt is a constant depending on t). Thus by the dominated convergence theorem (for vector-valued integrals, cf. [6, Chapter III]), \\ThJ"x -T,J"x\\ -* 0 as \t -h\ -* 0. By a similar argument, \\TtJ"x -JjfxW -* 0 as t -+ 0+. Hence J"x E D; for each t > 0, (2.8.1) e-<*\\T,J?x\\ < Na(x)f" e^^'ds < oo, provided Re X > co. Since the right-hand side of (2.8.1) is independent of t, it follows that Na(J"x) < oo. Thus x £ 2U, as wanted.
(i) follows immediately from (2.8.1), by miltiplying both sides of the inequality by (Re X -co). This also shows that J£ is a bounded operator on 2tó ; linearity is clear.
To prove (ii), let e > 0 and choose 5 > 0 so that, for 0 < t < 5, \\Ttx -x\\ < e. Then for X > co, \\XJxx-x\\ <XT e-x,\\TiX-x\\dt < eXf* e-X'dt + Xj™ e-Xl(e»<Nu(x) + \\x\\)dt = (1 -e~xs)e + ¿A-e^-WN^x) + e-xs\\x\\ ^s as A -> oo.
Since e was arbitrary, (ii) is proved.
The proof of (iii) is essentially the same as that in [8]; we present the details for completeness. By induction, we show that for x E 2U, Re X > co and n > 1, (2.8.2) (/^ = ^/VV-'7;x<*.
(Jx)"x is well defined, as we have just shown that 7^(2^) C 2U. Note that if {F}/>0 is a semigroup of bounded operators of class (C0) on X, then for sufficiently large co G F (cf. Remark 2.2 (iii)), A = Au is the classical infinitesimal generator; moreover, J£x = R(X;A)x = J"0 e~x'Ttxdt, Re A > co, x G *.
Remark 2.12. Given the generality of our theory as developed so far, we have no guarantee that A is densely defined. Of course, (iv) of Theorem 2.11
shows that if 2 = X, then D(A) is dense in X. However, in §3 we shall give several examples for which the generator is in fact densely defined.
Next, we show that the infinitesimal generator possesses many of the desirable properties of the classically defined operator. hm -s-r-= Ax -y = A"x,
where the last expression in (2.13.1) converges in the A"-norm to y since l|7;y-y|| -^0asi-*0+.
(ii) (cf. [24, p. 239] ). Suppose x E D{Aa) for co £ R. Then we have already shown in (v) of Theorem 2.11 that Ttx E D{AU) C D{A), and TtAx = TtAux = A"Ttx = ATtx. Since we are assuming that F|2U is a closed operator in 2U, A^y G D(F) and dT,y/dt = TtA%y, as claimed. Thus Tty = eXty for fixed A G C with Re A > a. But this can be the case only if y -0, since Na(y) = sup/>0e~(w~RcX)'|W| < oo. Therefore/x" = R(X;A%); hence A% = A". Theorem 2.15 enables us to redefine our generator A in a manner more compatible with the classical definition. The definition of A given by 2.14 does not depend on the completeness of 2U with respect to the norm A/u; thus the infinitesimal generator may be defined without any additional hypothesis on the semigroup {7i}/>0-However, if we take Definition 2.14 as a starting point, and add the condition that the operators F|2U are closed in 2U, then we obtain the operators A" in their original form. Indeed, in Theorem 2.15 we proved that R(X;Aq) = J". Thus we have the following Theorem 2.16. Let {T¡}¡>0 be a semigroup of unbounded linear operators in X, and suppose that for each co G F, t > 0, 7^|2U is a closed operator in 2U. Let A0 be the operator defined in 2.14. Then (2u,7vu) is a Banach space, and for each x E 2U and X £ C with Re A > co, the resolvent equation {XI -A0)y = x has a unique solution, say y = J£x, where y E 2W and J£x = f°° e~XtTtxdt.
Moreover, the operator J£ ; 2U -» 2U has properties (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.8.
Next we prove that the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of unbounded operators is, in a certain sense, unique (Theorem 2.26). We begin with In Theorem 2.27 we will show that the following necessary condition is one of a number of sufficient conditions that A generate a semigroup of unbounded operators. converges by Corollary 2.22, since Aaxn E D{{AU) ). Thus
Ttxn -x" = ¿X'JC ¿"G***** = UO-(Observe that 2U, is independent of the choice of y.) Since 2J|2U is a closed operator in 2U (in the A'-norm), the hypotheses imply that y -0. Thus 7Wj/ is closable.
The next result characterizes the set 6iu as the "continuity set" of the semigroup {7J|2U} on the Banach space (2U,NU) (cf. Proof. Call the set on the right-hand side Qa. It was shown in Theorem 2.20 that {Tt\%)l>0 is of class (C0) on (%,NU), so % C ßu. On the other hand, if x E ßu, we shall show that Nu{XJxx -x) -» 0 as A -» oo; the argument is similar to that in Theorem 2.8(h).
Let / > 0. Then (2.25.1) e-ut\\Tt(XJx"x -x)|| < e^'xÇ e-Xs\\Tt+sx -Ttx\\ds.
Given e > 0, let 5 > 0 be such that Nu(Tsx -x)< e for 0 < s < 5. Splitting the ingegral in (2.25.1) from 0 to 8, and from 5 to oo, we obtain e-ut\\Tt(XJx°x -x)|| < a/o5 e~XsNa(Tsx -x)ds + \f" e^N^x -x)ds < e(l -e~xs) + Xf™ e-Xs(eas + l)Nu(x)ds = £(1 -e~X8) + Q^je~(x~a)SN^x) + ''"»M Since this estimate of (2.25.1) is independent of I, we see that hm" Nu(XJ£x -x)< e.
Thus Na(XJ£x -x) -> 0 ás A -> oo.
If A is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of unbounded operators {^}/>o suc^ tnat' f°r eac^ <° e F, 7^|2U is a closed operator, then we have various representations of the semigroup {Tt}l>() on suitable subspaces of X (cf. Corollaries 2.22 and 2.23). In the next theorem, we prove that these representations are "maximal-unique" (cf. [14, Theorem 2.1]). Theorem 2.26. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of unbounded linear operators {7J},>o such that, for each co G F, 7J|2U ¿s a closed operator in 2U. Then A is "maximal-unique" in the following sense:
Suppose {2^}ue/? is a nested family of subspaces on X, and A' a linear operator with domain and range in 2' = UueR?,'u(andAa will denote j4'|2^, the restriction ofA'tol,^, with the usual domain) such that (i)for every x E ?.'u, the resolvent equation t>o Now Aa'\% is the (classical) generator of {Tt\%)t>0, and J¿ = R(X;Aa') by (i). Thus Jx\% = R(X;A°'\%),so for x G % we have (Jx)"x = (Tziyy/o00 e-Xtt"-xTtxdt, n > 1.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use On the other hand, since N'a((Re A -co)7x"') < 1, we know from the classical theory that N'u(Ttx) < eu!N'a(x), for all x £ %. Thus the reverse inequahty holds, since (ii) implies \\Ttx\\ < N'u(T,x) (let n = 0). This tells us that % C 2W (Definition 2.1). In fact, % C %; indeed, if x E % we have by (iii) that N'a(Ttx -x) -> 0 as / -» 0+. But N'u(Ttx -x) = Nu(Ttx -x), because x £ % implies 7;x E %, by (iii). Thus Nu(Ttx -x) ^> 0 ast-+0+, so, by Lemma 2.25, x E \. In view of the preceding theorem, we shall call any operator satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.26 an infinitesimal operator of {7}},^.
We now prove a converse theorem which characterizes those operators A which serve as infinitesimal generators of certain semigroups of unbounded linear operators. Theorem 2.27. Let X be a Banach space, and let {^-u}ueR be a nested family of nontrivial subspaces of X, and A a linear operator with domain and range in 2 = Uwf=/j2u (and Aa will denote A\2U, the restriction of A to 2U, with the usual domain). Assume that for each x £ 2U, the resolvent equation (ii')/or eac/i co G F, F|2W w a c/cueo" operator in 2^,/or ewy r > 0; (iii') ifÄ is the infinitesimal generator of{Tt}t>0, Ñu and 2^ are as in Definition 2.1, and Ä" = À\2U, then for each wER,%CD(Au)Ñ"andAb>\% Proof. We make a number of preliminary observations:
(1) For each co G F, J" is the resolvent of Au, for Re A > co. By (i), J" is bounded on the Banach space (2U,AU), so Au is a closed operator in the Abnorm topology.
(2) For each co G F and x G 2W, ||x|| < Na(x). _ (3) Since Jfx E D(Aa) for each x G 2U, (ii) implies that D(AU) = 2U. Thus D(A) = UueRD(Aa) = 2.
(4) If co! < co2, x G 2Ui C 2U2, and Re A > co2, then F^x = F^x. Indeed, both are solutions of the resolvent equation (XI -A)y = x belonging to 2U2. Thus J^ C Jp whenever Re A > co2, and so A"1 C A"2.
(5) If co, < co2, and x G 2 , then A (x) < A (x), since F^x = J?x for A > co2, and ||(A -co,)"(A"')"*ll < IICX " «i W)"*B.
(6) /w, is a well-defined operator on D((Auf) (cf. Lemma 11.5.2 in [12] ). Now fix co G F, and consider the Banach space \ = D(AU) ", with norm
Nu. Let Au\% be the restriction of A" to %. Then, by Remark 2.19, Au\% is a closed, densely-defined operator in <>DU with resolvent j£ \^)0 for Re A > co. ßy OX Nu((Re A -u)JxW) < 1, so we are in a position to invoke the classical Hille-Yosida theorem (cf. Theorem 12.3.1 in [12] ). Thus Aw\% is the (classical) infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of bounded linear operators of class (C0) on ^ which we shall denote {F"}/>0. In addition, we obtain from the classical theory that N (Tta) < e°".
Repeating the above procedure for each co E R, we then define, for x E UueR%, t>0,T,x = T,ax, if x £ %. 7; is well defined for each / > 0, because if co, < co2, then % Q \ . Indeed, by (4), D(Aa>) C D(A^), and by (5), D(Au>)Nui C DiA^f"1 C Djfc)""1. Thus for Re A > co2, both Jx*x and Jx2x are defined, and equal by (4) . From the classical theory, j^x = J°° e-XtT^xdt = JxUlx = j"" e-XtTt^xdt.
By uniqueness of the Laplace transform, it now follows that 7JU|x = 7^"2x, so T, is well defined (in fact, 7;"1 C Tta*).
At this point, it is clear that the operators {T¡}í>0 satisfy the semigroup property on <î> = UueR6î)u, that 7^x is strongly continuous for / > 0, and ||7Jx -x|| -» 0 as t -* 0+. (In fact, the continuity properties hold in the A^-norm, for appropriate co £ R.)
Now we know from the classical theory that, for x E D(AU\\), In particular, (2.27.2) and (2.27.3) hold for x E 2)((^u)3). By substituting (2.27.3) into (2.27.2), and using remark (1) above (also cf. the proof of Corollary 2.24), we see that, for x E D({Aa)i), Iut{x) = Tt°x -x. Thus Ttu, with domain D((A") ), is a closable operator, by (iii). Denote the closure by ff5, and define ttx = Tfx, if x E D(T^). tt is well defined, for if o¡x < u2, then Tp C 7**.
Since 3J has already been defined on the whole of ^ = U^g^^, we must check that our extended operators Tt include ^D in their domain, and that Tt agrees _with Tt on <3). We show that, for each co £ R, % C D{jf), and T" = T,u on <$". So let x E ^ Then there exists a sequence {x"} C D{{Aaf) such that 7Yw(x -xn) -» 0 as n -» 00, since the proof of Corollary 2.21(h) shows that for « > 1, D{{AU)") " = %. But 7/" is a bounded operator on (^u. A7«), so A^x -7;x") -> 0 as n -» 00. By (2), the A^-norm is stronger than the norm of A",_so that J|x -x"|| -» 0 and \\T"x -Tt°xn\\ -> 0 as « -> 00. Thus x £ D(Tt°), and T^x = T^x.
We now rename tt by Tt; thus we have a one-parameter family {7^}r>0 of linear operators on X such that <3) = UueR6i)u C D, so (i') is proved.
For (ii'), observe first that for each co E R, D({A^f)_= 2U. Indeed, in (3) we remarked that D(Aa) = S and /)((/!")") = 2)(/lw) for n > 1 is proved exactly as in Corollary 2.21 (iii). Now we have, by construction, that Tt\D((Auf) = T~* is a closed operator in ¿»(Of)3); thus (ii') follows from the preceding observation. Next we introduce the spaces (2U,ÂU), as defined in (2.1). Since we have proved (ii'), these are Banach spaces; let the infinitesimal generator, Ä, be as in Definition 2.10. It is clear that the operator A, and the spaces {2^^, satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2.26. Thus by "maximal-uniqueness" we have, for each co G F, % C D(Ä") ", and A°\% = Ä"\%.
Remark. The semigroup {^}/>0 obtained in Theorem 2.23 is uniquely determined by the operator A on the set <$ = UueR%-In other words, A is an "infinitesimal operator" of {F}/>0 ; the operators F may have extensions for which A is also an infinitesimal operator. We wish also to emphasize that although the domain of A was assumed to be nontrivial, this is not necessarily the case (cf. Remark 2.12).
3. Illustrations. We now consider several concrete examples which motivate our theory and demonstrate the variety of possibilities for the domain of the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of unbounded operators. Throughout this section, the sets D, 2W and 2 will be defined as in §2.
Fractional integrals in Lp(0, oo), 1 < p < oo, provide a model for the theory developed in §2. We first consider several properties of the RiemannLiouville fractional integral as an unbounded operator in Lp(0, oo).
Let/be a real or complex-valued Lebesgue measurable function defined on exists in Lp(0,N), and {I'y} eR forms a strongly continuous group on Lp(0,N). This result was proved for the case p = 2 by Kober [17] , and independently by Fisher [9] and Kalisch [13] for 1 < p < oo.
We shall consider Ia as an operator in Lp(0, oo), 1 < p < co, with domain Q D(Iß). OO rw;Rea>0F(/") = n"6Z+2>(/n).
Next we show that the operators /" are densely defined in Lp(0, oo). In order to do this, we introduce the classical Weyl fractional integral: for / G F^O, oo), define Proof. By Corollary 3.4(i), it suffices to prove the result for a = n E Z+; we shall accomplish the proof by showing that for each n E Z+, I" = (/") , where j" is now regarded as an operator in Lq{0, oo), q = p/(p -1).
Let/ E D{I"). Then if g E D{J"), j"' f{x)Jng(x)dx = ÇfMf^C (' -x)n-Xg{t)dtdx (3.5.1) =Çg(t)^(t-xrXf(x)dxdt = Jf git)J"fit) A;
the interchange of the order of integration is justified since J"\g\ E Lq{0, oo), so the iterated integral in (3.5.1) converges absolutely. I"f £ Lp{0, oo), so we have/ £ D{{Jn)*), and (/")*/ = /"/.
On the other hand, suppose/ £ D{{j")*). Then for all g £ 2)(/"), there exists h E L^O, oo) such that (3.5.2) jT°° /(x)7ng(x) dx = |o°° A(x)g(x) dx.
But since /"|g| E L9(0, oo), we may interchange the order of integration on the left side of (3.5.2) and obtain
where I"f(x) is a locally integrable function defined a.e. in (0, oo). Since (3.5.3) holds for all g E Cc(0, oo), I"f = h a.e. on every compact subset of (0, oo); hence Inf = h = (/")*/ a.e. on (0, oo), and so 2"/ £ Lp(0, oo). Therefore ¡n = çfnff so jn ^ densdy define(i. Remark. Let t^(x) = (dk/dxk)(xke~x), k £ Z+. Then it is easy to see that \}>k E D(In) if and only if k > n.
For applications of our theory, the Weyl fractional integral is somewhat more tenable. In the following development, we see its close relationship to the semigroup {Ia}a>0.
Since each Ia is densely defined in Lp{0, oo), 1 < p < oo (Proposition 3.5), the adjoint operators (7a) are well defined in Lq{0, oo), where q = p/(p -1); for each a E C with Re a > 0, (7a) is a closed linear operator with domain and(Iaff=hforfED{{Ia)*). Now consider the one-parameter family ofoperators {(Ia) }a>0 (our theory applies only to real values of the parameter); we shall prove that {(7a)*}a>0 is a semigroup of closed linear operators in Lq(0, oo), 1 < q < oo, with densely defined infinitesimal generator. We accomplish this in a series of lemmas, and shall need the following known results.
In ). Kober's theorem is actually more general than this, but we need only (3.5.6). In fact, for the case tj = 0, (3.5.6) was proved by Hardy and Littlewood [11] . Moreover, if/ G Lp(0, oo), 1 < p < oo, Re tj > -l/p, then
whenever a -* 0 with the restriction |arg a| < 6 < tt/2 (Theorem VI in [17] ).
In the first lemma, we obtain a more concrete representation of the operators (/")*. Let Proof. Fix / G 9H, and denote the integral in (3.6.1) by Jaf. Since ff(t) E Lq(0, oo), by setting tj = 0 in (3.5.5) we see that F7(x) = Köa(taf(t))(x) a.e. in (0, oo). Then by (3.5.6), Jaf G L9(0,oo). We show that/'G />((/")*), and (Ia)*f = Jaf.
Let g G F^O, oo), p = q/(q -1), and suppose g G D(Ia). Then Lemma 3.8. {<p"}"eZ+ C 2.
Proof. Since {<p"}"ez+ C 91L, we have by Lemma 3.7 that {cp"}"eZ+ E D.
So it remains to show that, for each « £ Z + , cpn E 2U for suitable co E R. by the strong continuity of J^a'(cpn). Thus ||(/a)*(<P")ll< M/n*~x -Fe*°, for suitable constants F and co G F, and so tpn E 2U.
Since {<p"}"ez+ is fundamental in L?(0, oo), we now have that 2 = F?(0, co), and applying Theorem 2.9(iv), we obtain Theorem 3.9. The infinitesimal generator of {(Ia) }Q>0 is densely defined.
As an operator in Lp(0, oo), the fractional derivative of order a, a > 0, may be defined as the inverse of the operator Ia. Another possibility is to define fractional derivatives in terms of the Weyl integral (3.4.1). (For these and other approaches, cf. Hardy, Landau and Littlewood [10] , Kober [16] , Love [19] , and Tamarkin [22] ).
Before giving another application of our theory, we return to the develop- We again set <p"(x) = e~"x, for n E Z+. Then we have Again applying Theorem 2.11(iv), we have Theorem 3.12. The infinitesimal generator of{Da}a>Q is densely defined.
At the conclusion of §2, we remarked that the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of unbounded operators need not be densely defined. To confirm that this is indeed the case, we focus our attention on fractional derivatives in 2/(0,1), 1 < p < oo, in order to provide an example for which the infinitesimal generator is in fact the zero operator. Thus/= 0.
We now introduce a wide class of examples which illustrate our theory. Fractional powers of closed operators have been defined in various ways (cf. Balakrishnan [2] , Komatsu [18] , Yosida [24, Chapter 9, §11], Berens, Butzer and Westphal [3] ); we shall follow the development given by Balakrishnan [2] .
Let A be a closed linear operator acting in a Banach space X, and suppose the resolvent of A satisfies where the principal value of A" is taken so that A" > 0 for a > 0. Then the following results are Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4, respectively, in [2] .
Lemma 3.14. The operators Ja are closable.
Let D(A™)= nnBZ+D(A"). For a E Z+, (-A)a will denote the ath power of (-A), defined in the usual way. For a E C with n -1 < Re a < n, where n G Z+, let (-A)a denote the closure of the operator Ja. Then for a, ß E C with Re a, Re ß > 0, and x G D(AX), Even though D(AX) is dense in X (cf. [12, Theorem 10.3 .4]), we cannot conclude in general that such a semigroup has a densely defined infinitesimal generator. However, it is easy to see that the infinitesimal generator of {(-^)"}a>o is dense in X if the set of eigenvectors of A (necessarily C DiA00)) is fundamental, since any eigenvector x belongs to 2U for suitable co £ R. This condition agrees with the results on fractional derivatives in If if), oo).
